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“…heavenly…” - Clash 
Taken from his forthcoming EP Chasing Gold, Dustin Tebbutt’s Satellite is yet another slice of beautifully crafted indie-folk, 
out on 14th September 2018 via Eleven: A Music Company. 

The single oozes delicacy as cascading folk sensibilities and twinkling shimmers of electronica are able to soar meticulously 
throughout. Tebbutt’s signature soft, fragile delivery is at the forefront, sounding akin to the likes of early Bon Iver and 
Sufjan Stevens’ unique ability to create breathtakingly intimate folk-pop.  

Talking about Satellite, Tebbutt elaborates “for me, its about the echoes of a relationship I was in where I felt like I wasn't 
really able to stay or go... feeling in awe of the connection we had as I was confronted with its dynamics, and having an 
outside perspective on things that are more or less out of my control. More generally, it's a song about the nature of the 
connection we have with certain people and how once you get to know someone well, they will always be in your life in 
some way”. 

Dustin Tebbutt has been making waves for some time now after receiving critical acclaim for his debut EP The Breach in 
2013. He has since gone on to release the Home mini-album, debut album First Light and has expanded his worldwide 
audience to  over 2 million monthly Spotify listeners, taking him past an astounding 200 million streams to date. In 
2017, Tebbutt crafted the APRA Award nominated ‘Atlas In Your Eye’ for the Australian film adaptation of the iconic 
Australian novel, Jasper Jones, as well as collaborating with Lisa Mitchell and co-headlining a national tour. Tebbutt has 
received praise from a range of well-regarded publications including Rolling Stone Australia, The Guardian, The Line of 
Best Fit, Gold Flake Paint and Atwood Magazine to name but a few. 

Catch Dustin Tebbutt live later this year as he embarks on an international tour. More details to come. and available for pre-
order now. 

Satellite is out on 14th September 2018 via Eleven: A Music Company and forthcoming EP Chasing Gold is out on 
26th October 2018. 
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